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I. EXPAND ABBREVIATIONS: 5x1=5

d] Research & Association Wing.


d] Global Positioning Symbol

4. LBW-  a] Land Before Worst  b] Leg Before Wicket  c] Land Bank Wicket  
d] Leg Back Wrist

d] Joint Entrance Examination.

II. Write compound words: 5x1=5


III. Prefix and suffix: 5x1=5


15. _____legismate –  a]in  b]il  c]im  d] non

IV. Foreign words: 5x1=5


17. enroute –  a] on the way  b] out of the way  c]short route  d]disposed of

18. en masse-  a]as a group  b]as lonely  c]sadly  d]family

Send Your Questions and Answers to Our Email Id - padasalai.net@gmail.com

V. DEFINITION OF THE WORD:  

VI. SYNONYMS:  

VII. ANTONYMS:  
32. Imprison x a] release  b] detain  c] confine  d] restrain
33. Confidence x a] belief  b] support  c] disgust  d] distrust
34. Giant x a] wide  b] few  c] small  d] tall
35. Odd x a] cruel  b] common  c] strange  d] complete

VIII. QUESTION TAG:  
36. He can read the book ________? a] won’t he  b] can’t he  c] hasn’t he  d] couldn’t he
37. I seldom talk with him ________? a] do I  b] don’t I  c] does I  d] are I
38. There is a pharmacy near the bus stand ________? a] Heren’t it  b] Isn’t it  c] Wasn’t it  d] Hadn’t it
39. There is little water ________? a] isn’t it  b] is there  c] isn’t there  d] is it
40. You have no cars, ________? a] did you  b] do you  c] didn’t you  d] does you

IX. CHOOSE THE CORRECT PHRASAL VERB IN BOX:  
41. Left – 44. Obey- 
42. Solve – 45. Pass -
43. Set out –

Work out, put on, take off, start, wear, admire
Act upon, bring out, get through, give up
X. CLIPPED WORDS:  
5X1=5

46. Discotheque
47. Helicopter –
48. Pop music –
49. Demarcate –
50. University –

XI. POLITE ALTERNATIVES:  
5X1=5

51. Pregnant - a] in the family way     b] carrying a child     c] prenatal      d] heavy with child

XII. RELATIVE PRONOUN:  
5X1=5

57. This is the person ______ I wanted you to meet.  a] Where   b] Whom     c] Which      d] Who

XIII. MATCH IDIOMS AND PHRASES:  
5X1=5

61. get cold feet- to make progress ( )
62. bereft of – for one’s use ( )
63. to get on at – rare event ( )
64. once in a blue moon- get nervous ( )
65. at one’s disposal – deprived of ( )

XIV. WRITE OWN SENTENCE USING HOMOPHONES:  
5X2=10

66. Besides – beside
67. Quote – coat
68. cell – sell
69. Guilt – gilt
70. night – Knight
GRAMMERS

XV. CHANGE THE VIOCE: 5X2=10

71. She had remembered the news.
72. Do it at once.
73. Carry it home.
74. The song had been sung by us.
75. I solved the problem.

XVI. DEGREES OF COMPARISION: 5X2=10

76. E-mail is the fastest means of communication.
77. The pen is mightier than sword.
78. Gold is not more useful than iron.
79. I cannot do anything better for you than you.
80. No planet in the solar system is so cold as Neptune.

XVII. CHANGE INTO OTHER TWO FORMS OF SENTENCE: 2X2=4

81. Having the message, Rani cried. [WRITE COMPOUND AND COMPLEX] [OR]
82. I throw the pen. When it was broken.

XVIII. COMPLETE THE PROVERBS: 6X1=6

83. As you ____ so you reap.
84. Many a _______ make an ocean.
85. _____ we can achieve more. {together, drops, sow, goals, go}

86. Report the Dialouge:
   * Priya* : Where are you going? 
   * Vijay* : I am going to the railway station.

   * Priya* : Why are you going there?
   * Vijay* : I want to receive my uncle who is coming from Bangalore.
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